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At the conclusion of the dealing process, the single card he is left ... ated a third down from the top. ..... NoTE. The Biddle Bottom has been applied in other ways by Ed Marlo ... appearing to maintain separation between packet and deck throughout. ...... variety of applications, providing in many circumstances ideal solutions. 
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Set the deck aside. Your left hand holds a packet apparently consisting of the face-down Aces, though the three selections are face up below the top card. During the process of extracting the Aces, say, "The four Aces, inside-and out!" As you continue, "Let's see what they've picked up in the process," flip the packet over, bringing the Aces face up. With the right hand, take the packet by the ends from above. You will now apply Ascanio Spread technique to create a sequential revelation of the sandwiched cards. To prepare, you may want to moisten the pads of your left thumb and first two fingers unobtrusively. Settle the packet onto the left hand and with the left forefinger begin to drag out the lowermost Ace (Clubs) (Figure 10). As it emerges, the pad of the left second finger can make contact with the exposed face of the card above it. Drag it out as well, trailing after the Ace, as you continue to move the left hand leftward (Figure 11).
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As the face-down card comes into view, contact the uppermost Ace (Diamonds) with the thumb and drag it along as well, until the threesome is free of the packet, a face-down card in view between two Aces (Figure 12). "There's one!"
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Set the packet onto the three-card spread and squeeze it under the left thumb, rightjogged just enough to expose the index of the Ace of Diamonds (Figure 13). With the left second finger, contact the lowermost card of the packet from below, while the left thumb contacts the
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uppermost Ace (Spades), and squiggle off these two cards, contriving to have them land in a manner that extends the spread, a second back coming into view between the Aces of Diamonds and Spades (Figure 14). "There's two!"



Immediately return the right hand to the left and set the balance of its ·packet onto the five-card spread, jogged once more to the right. Holding it in place with the left thumb (Figure 15), rapidly change the position of the right hand to the 16 right side of the combined spread, and with the right thumb pull the uppermost card rightward to complete the seven-card display (Figure 16). "There's three!" Taking the spread into the right hand, ask each spectator to identify his earlier selection. Repeat the names of the cards. Then slowly raise the right hand to expose the sandwiched cards and freeze in this position to finish (Figure 17).
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The somewhat extended Add-On sequence is nonetheless efficient and smooth, and correctly and directly sets up the essential configuration of the Ace packet for the spread display, placing the lowermost Ace below the three selections. Any overt or covert displacements that might call attention to the fact that the Aces are actually adjacent just prior to performing the milk-build spread are thus obviated. NOTE.
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JD> V\V Jrll JF [. § ll Jrll g Described below are three approaches to a common theme: the transposition of the top and bottom cards of the deck, all in the setting of multi-phase, varied, and entertc:Uning routines. The starting point was the challenge of developing an efficient, direct, and uncluttered method for the basic effect, and the result represented one of two variations contributed to Joshua Jay's "Talk About Tricks" column in MAGIC. The second approach was a somewhat more visual handling that also incorporated a built-in encore. Josh Jay's generally positive reaction included some astute observations and suggestions (the specifics of which are noted below), leading to a return trip to the drawing board that, in turn, produced the first two variations to be described. The third is the more visual handling originally submitted. A further wrinkle has been added to the first variation as it appeared in the article ultimately published in MAGIC (Vol. 12, No.2, October 2002, p. 67).



The initial phase in this variation is a pure form of the basic transposition. Josh Jay pointed out that the very starkness of the effect (as is often the case with two-card transpositions) really prevented it from being much more than a passing interlude: it was over before you knew it. Couldn't it be added, he wondered, to a more extensive combination. This question gave rise to the following three-phase routine. A requisite in the segue between the first and second phases is the Bottom Double Lift, described in Odd Lifts (p.l), in Card Craft (p. 34), and very briefly here: BOTTOM DOUBLE LIFT. Hold the face-down deck (or packet) elevated above the left hand, the thumb at the left side, the first finger at the outer end, and the remaining fingers at the right side. The midcrease of the thumb is in approximate contact with the bottom edge of the deck . The right hand moves to the outer left corner, as if to extract the bottom card, the right thumb resting on top of the deck near the corner, 56
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the second finger sliding under the deck (Figure 1). As the second finger does so, it injogs the bottom card three-eighths of an inch. It then contacts both the bottom card and the card above it. Begin to draw the second finger forward, dragging both cards with it, the left forefinger giving way to accommodate the action. When the forward card (which is second from the bottom) has emerged three-eighths of an inch, freeze the position of the left forefinger to hold that card in place. Without hesitation, continue to move the right second finger forward, now carrying with it only the bottom card, until it too is impeded by the left first finger. At this point, the two cards will be squared (Figure 2).
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Grasp this double card at its outer left corner, with the right first and second fingers below and thumb above, draw it free, and revolve it face up, end over end (Figure 3). As you do so, lower the deck to the palm by folding the left thumb forward and down. Deposit the double card on top, outjogged slightly to facilitate • the later action of turning it face down (Figure 4).



Prepare for the trick itself by arranging two easily remembered contrasting cards on top of the deck. Assume the King of Spades is the top card and the Two of Hearts is second from top. Begin with the deck face down in the left hand. VARIATION I.
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"I would like all of you to remember the top card, the-King of Spades." As the remark concludes, flip the top card face up and announce its name. Flip it face down, at the same time securing a break beneath the card below it. "And the bottom card-the Two of Hearts." Perform a Turnover Pass at the break. The Two of Hearts will appear as the card at the face of the deck. Repeat, "The Two of Hearts 5 on the bottom-and what was the top card?" As you ask this, arch the right hand over the deck, slightly lift the near end of the Two of Hearts, and execute a second Turnover Pass. When your spectators reply, suggest that perhaps they blinked at the wrong time. Slowly turn the left hand palm down to reveal the King at the face (Figure 5). Then turn the hand palm up again and cleanly flip the top card face up to reveal the Two. After a brief pause, flip the top card face down, saying that you will give the spectators another chance. Explaining that you will return each card to its starting position, perform a Bottom Double Lift, revolving the double card face up onto the deck to display the King. Turn the double card face down, saying, "The King of Spades on top." With meticulous handling, draw back 6 the top card for a third of its length and push the next card forward. "The Two of Hearts on the bottom," draw it free and slide it beneath the deck from the outer end, leaving it outjogged for a third of its length (Figure 6). Pause for a moment-the top card injogged, the bottom card outjogged-then delicately push each square. Ask a spectator to restate the positions of the two cards. "Same blinking problem," you comment. Slowly turn the left hand palm down to reveal the King of Spades. Turning the hand palm up, perform a Double Turnover to display the Two of Hearts. Pause again, then go on: "Don't worry-your eyes aren't the problem. It's the cards themselves. Let me give you a slow-motion explanation.
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The Two of Hearts always starts here." At the same time, turn the double card face down, take off the top card, and slowly slide it beneath the deck, cleanly and carefully pressing it home. Snap your fingers lightly once or twice over the deck. "But it much prefers to be ... " Flip the top card face up: "... here!" Toss the Two face up onto the table. "While the King of Spades always starts here ... " Simultaneously slide out the bottom card and place it on top. Snap your fingers lightly beneath the deck: "but chooses to be ... " Slowly turn your left hand palm down to reveal the King, ending by depositing the deck face up on the table as you conclude: "... here!" NOTE. If a shorter sequence is preferred, the second phase can be omitted; only a minor change in the first sequence is required to set up the third. It may, in fact, make the Turnover Passes more comfortable. Begin with the King of Spades on top, the Two of Hearts third from the top. Begin as explained, by turning the top card face up. In turning it face down, obtain a break two cards below it. Execute the Turnover Pass to display the bottom card. Obtain a break beneath the two uppermost cards, and perform the second Turnover Pass as the deck is revolved face down. To reveal the transposition in this case, perform a Double Turnover, then exhibit the bottom card. You are now in position to proceed directly to the third phase. The original description of the basic transposition included the observation that Turnover Passes with one- or two-card blocks could be facilitated by performing the trick with something less than a full deck. (You will note, by the way, that in each case the sleight is executed on the off-beat and not at the point of a revelation.) Josh Jay questioned whether a partial deck could be rationalized presentationally. He then pursued his own answer by suggesting that perhaps the transposition could be repeated within the setting of an ever• decreasing number of cards, culminating in the elimination of all but the vital cards themselves. He even provided a method for this final phase: the exchange used in Aaron Fisher's "Multiple Lift Sequence" (published by Stephen Hobbs in Labyrinth, No.6, 1997, p. 21; see also "A Diminishing Lift Sequence" in The Paper Engine, Fisher, 2002, p. 72). Having been Jay-walked this far, it was not difficult to fill in the details. If you are familiar with the Fisher Exchange, by all means use it. It is, in essence, a kind of anomalous Half-Passed Turnover, with comparable achievements but a different intent. (This moniker was Lin Searles's name for a sleight separately conceived by him and Paul Curry; a technique VARIATION 11.
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was explained in Means and Ends, p. 30, and again in Card Craft, p. 92, and in After Craft, p. 18.) Since a Half-Passed Turnover can be effectively substituted, it is briefly described in context below. As in the first variation, prearrange two contrasting cards on top of the deck; say the King of Spades on top, the Two of Hearts below it. Introduce the trick by saying that you want to make sure the spectators are paying you the attention you so richly deserve, for which purpose you will give them a little test. In doing so, you want to eliminate superfluous distractions, so you will start out using only a portion of the deck. So saying, cut off three-quarters of the deck, release half of that block to one side of the table, and replace the balance. Perform the initial phase of Variation I above, e~actly as described, up to the point of the final revelations; that is, flip the top card face up, then face down, obtaining a break under the second card; execute a Turnover Pass to show the Two of Hearts on the face; obtain a break below it, and execute a second Turnover Pass. Ask a spectator to reiterate the positions of the two cards. "You didn't do too well," you lament. In this case, proceed by first turning up the top card to reveal the Two of Hearts. Leaving it in place, turn the deck face up, end over end, to show the King of Spades. As a continuing gesture, contact 7 the deck lightly with the right hand from above, near the right corners, first and second fingers at the outer end, thumb at the inner end (Figure 7), and scrape up gently with the thumb to secure a break beneath the uppermost two cards. Retain it with the left little fingertip. Move on to the next phase by drawing out the still face-down lowermost card and revolving it face up onto the deck. With the palm-down right hand, lift the block above the break-osten8 sibly the two vital cards-to the tips of the left fingers and thumb, which hold it temporarily above the deck (Figure 8). Revolve the block face down in place, end over end, regrip it in the right hand from above and set it on the table. (If you have sufficient nerve, give it to a spectator to hold.) As these actions are performed, say that you will give the spectators another chance. "And we'll eliminate even more distractions." Cut off two-thirds of the deck, release half of this block onto the prior discards, and replace the remainder. Quickly spread the remaining cards between
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your hands, then resquare them to underscore the depleted state of the deck, and to rationalize the momentary removal of the vital cards. With the palm-down right hand, retrieve that packet in end grip. Say that you will return the two cards to their starting positions. Turn the right hand palm up to remind the spectators that the Two of Hearts is lowermost; then turn the hand palm down again. "The King of Spades on top," you go on, while the left thumb draws the top card of the packet onto the deck. "And the Two of Hearts on the bottom," you continue. At the same time, once again turn the right hand palm up to expose the Two of Hearts. Turn the hand palm down, with your hands positioned so that the double card goes directly onto the deck. Immediately take the deck by its right corners into right-hand end grip and use your left thumb to draw · off the top card (Figure 9). 9 The impression to be created is that your hands did little more than exchange their contents-the left taking the single card, the right the deck. Set the deck carefully onto the supposed Two of Hearts and ask the spectators to state the positions of the cards. "You still didn't do too well," you sigh. Slowly turn the left hand palm down to reveal the King of Spades. Turn the hand palm up and flip the top card face up to display the Two of Hearts. "Okay," you say with resignation, "it's time to get down to the bare essentials." Take the deck into right-hand end grip and, with the left thumb and fingers, milk off the top and bottom cards, the top card still face up (Figure 10). Set the balance of the packet onto the prior discards. Saying that you will return the two cards to their starting positions, flip them over as a unit, bringing the King face up on top. "King of Spades on top, Two of Hearts on the bottom." As you say this, execute the Fisher Exchange or the Half-Passed Turnover. Outwardly, you appear to turn the King face down on top of the face-down Two. In fact, the positions of the two cards are reversed. Here is a description, given in the context of this sequence.
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Begin with the two-card packet in the left hand, the faceup King above the face-down Two. Curl the left forefinger below the packet. Gripping the King in right-hand end grip, raise it slightly and injog it for half its length to expose the back of the Two {Figure 11). Reversing direction, carry it forward and back into alignment with the lower card. The instant that card butts against the right thumb, begin to execute the standard Half-Pass actions with the lower card, uncurling the forefinger as the other fingers pull down on its right side, causing the card to pivot on edge (Figure 12). •



HALF-PASSED TURNOVER.
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As the left fingers completes their rotation of the lower card to a face-up position, extract 13 the left forefinger from between the cards and glide the right thumb forward, so that it can grasp the packet at its outer 14 end (Figure 13). In a continuing action, revolve the right hand palm down, depositing the packet face down in the left hand, which has turned palm up to receive it (Figure 14). The sequence is executed as a continuous flowing motion, the various steps blending together well. As with the Fisher Exchange, there is a discrepancy, but the sleight takes place too quickly for it to be of practical concern. "No distractions. No excuses." Lightly tap the top card and have it named. Grip the packet at its inner right corner and tap the left forefinger gently against its face, asking the name of the bottom card. Then turn the right hand palm down to expose the face of the bottom
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card. Turn the hand palm up again, letting the packet resettle in the left hand. Flip the top card face up, and conclude, "Let's move on to another trick." NoTE. As a matter of interest, the Fisher Exchange is an application of the identical mechanics used in the Spread Half-Passed Turnover (Card Craft, p. 93). Both it and the primary handling of the HalfPassed Turnover were designed to have an entirely different outward objective-specifically, that of turning over an entire packet. In a packet of any size, for example, if the lower block were face down and the upper face up, the spectators' starting presumption would be that the entire packet was face up: the condition of the lower packet would be concealed. The sleight would then be used to appear to turn the packet as a whole face down, righting the secretly reversed block in the process. The fact that either version of the sleight can also be deceptive in the setting of this trick-appearing to turn over the upper card only-is a function of the spectators' awareness that the lower card is face down to begin with. The concluding configuration of two face-down cards then affirms that the upper one was turned face down.



Assume that the same cards are on top and second from top: the King of Spades followed by the Two of Hearts. Begin by flipping the top card face up. Flip it face down, 15 securing a break beneath the second card. Saying that you want the spectators to remember the bottom card as well, execute a Turnover Pass at the break to display the Two of Hearts. Arch the right hand over the deck, taking jt from the left hand in One-Hand Top Palm position (Figure 15). Ask, "What is the name of the top card?" At the same time, turn the right hand palm up, ostensibly to display the top of the deck (Figure 16). Main- 16 taining the position of the right hand, continue, "And the bottom card?" When the spectator replies, twist the right hand palm down, the deck landing face up in the left hand, at the same time performing a One-Hand Top Palm; and immediately slide the VARIATION III.
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right hand rightward to expose the face of the deck fully-the King (Figure 17). "And that means the top card must be ... " Dig the left thumb under the deck (Figure 18) and rapidly pivot it face down. "... this one!" At the same time, push the top card to the right and use the right thumb to lever it face up (Figure 19). In this same motion, the 18 right palm hugs the deck to the extent possible and releases the palmed card (Figure 20). Immediately move· the right hand rightward and relax it to expose the face of the Two of Hearts (Figure 21).



~~· , _



Pause for a moment or two. Then proceed: "Perhaps you would be interested in a slowmotion explanation." You now conclude with the third phase of the first variation. In brief: Saying, "The Two of Hearts always starts here," turn the double card face down, take off the top card, and slide it beneath the deck. Snap your fingers lightly . - - - - - - - - - once or twice over the deck, saying, "But it much prefers to be ... " Flip the top card face up, concluding, "... here!" Toss the Two face up onto the table and continue, "While the King of Hearts always starts here ... ," sliding out the bottom card and placing on top. Snap your fingers lightly beneath the deck, saying, "but chooses to be ... " Turn your left hand palm down to reveal the King. End by depositing the deck face up on the table as you conclude, "... here!"



JH[ JF ll Yannick Chretien's "Retlipped" (MAGIC, Vol. 13, No. 12, August 2004, p. 84} is a visual transposition between four Kings and four Aces that seems to take place as a packet apparently consisting of a face-up King above three face-down Kings is dropped onto the Aces, the latter ostensibly in a face-down pile on the table. When the four cards land flush on the face-down packet, they have become four face-up Aces. The facedown cards are then shown to be the Kings. The following approach arose from the conjecture that the effect would be even more surprising if the spectators believed all four cards in the hand were face up, and that is the effect achieved here. This was published in MAGIC (Vol. 14, No.8, April2005, p. 90}, but inadvertently suffered from inaccurate and confusing photos. It uses a sleight with a title that sounds horrifying (the Cut Cover Twist-Around Pass!}, yet is really quite easy. The "drop" or laydown is also a manipulation, but, here too, one that is not difficult.



Four face-up Kings are dropped onto four face-down Aces. When they land in a spread (which, incidentally, covers only the outer half of the tabled packet), they have become the Aces. The face-down packet, seemingly in view throughout, is then extracted and shown to consist of the Kings. Remove the Aces and Kings, and dispose of the balance of the deck. Display the eight cards face up, the Kings above the Aces. "In this trick, the Kings can change places with the Aces." As you refer to the Aces, take the Kings into the right hand and, with the right fingers, flip the Aces face down in the left, then smoothly set the face-up Kings onto them. "Or the Aces can change places with the Kings." As this remark is made, quickly square the entire packet, flip it over in the left hand, spread the Aces into the right hand (as you say "the Aces"), spread the face-down Kings, and turn the left hand palm down to flash their faces
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(Figure 1). "Whichever you wish," you say to a spectator. At the same time, turn the left hand palm up, squaring the face-down Kings, and then the face-up Aces on top of them, as you await a reply (Figure 2).



L----------------If the spectator asks that the



2



Aces change into the Kings, flip the entire packet over, bringing the Kings uppermost. Otherwise, leave it as is. Immediately say, "Your wish is my command," and under cover of these words, reposition the faceup cards as follows. Let's assume the spectator would like the Kings to change into the Aces and you have flipped the packet over. With the assistance of the right hand, spread the Kings in a tight, more or less straight formation, with each of the upper three separated just far enough to expose the index of the King below it (Figure 3). Finish by sidejogging all four Kings, so that the lowermost one is about three-quarters 3 of an inch to the right of the face-down Aces. The left fingers contact the back of this King, while the left thumb touches only the face of the uppermost King, at which point the right hand relinquishes all contact. Pause momentarily. Then say, "You would like the Kings ... " At the same time, bring the right hand over the packet and take it into end grip. Simultaneously, the left thumb-with the lightest touch-draws back the uppermost King, aligning it with the face-down Aces (Figure 4). The right hand naturally hides the three 4 lower Kings, which remain raggedly sidejogged. You will appear to have squared the entire packet. Immediately move your left forefinger and little finger to straddle the ends of the hidden sidejogged
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spread (Figure 5, right hand moved aside). You continue, "... to change into the Aces," at the same time stripping out the straddled block. In virtually the same motion, twist it face down, plant the left thumb on its back, and move it toward the center of the table (Figure 6). Deposit the three-card packet there. This is believed to be the four face-down Aces, which your words refer to; but in fact it is 6 three of the Kings. This sleight-a "cut" version of a Twist-Around Pass with a top-card cover-is, as previously indicated, quite simple and entirely deceptive; even more so than a standard Cut Pass. The straddling fingers will find their purchase on the sidejogged Kings almost automatically, and the "twist-around" action occurs too quickly to be observed. You now transfer the right-hand packet to the left hand. Just before releasing it, use the right thumb to lift the inner ends of the two uppermost cards, allowing the left little fingertip to obtain a break beneath them. This packet, a face-up King above the four face-down Aces, is assumed to consist of the four face-up Kings. "Watch carefully now." You will next appear to lay the Kings on top of the face-down packet in a face-up forward spread, at which point they will instantly change into the Aces. Further, the spread will be outjogged with respect to the face-down packet, leaving the inner half of that packet entirely visible. l;Iolding the right hand palm down, 7 insert the thumb into the break and run the hand forward until you can grip the double card near the middle of its right side, first two fingers above, thumb below. At the same time, begin to dig the left thumb under the packet (Figure 7). Both hands now execute rapid simultaneous actions: The right hand twists forward and palm up, revolving the double card
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end over end. At the same time, the thumb and fingers move inversely, in a kind of finger-snapping motion-the thumb outward, the fingers inward-to spread the two cards of the double lengthwise. The upper card of the double, a face-up Ace, slides forward and points a touch to the right. The face-down lower card of the double slides inward. As you lower the hand to the table, "aim" with the Ace for the outer half of the tabled packet. This results in the Ace ending up outjogged on the tabled packet, while the lower card of the double lands roughly aligped with it (Figure 8). Ihe left hand, moving faster, twists 9 slightly rightward while flipping its packet over, sideways, and the thumb and fingers again move inversely-thumb outward, . fingers inward-to create a longitudinal three-card spread of three face-up Aces. Your aim here is to time the motion of the left hand so that its Aces arrive in front of the right-hand Ace and land outjogged on it, to complete a four-card lengthwise spread (Figure 9). The instant both hands reach these positions, let the two right- 10 A + hand cards snap free of the right fingers, releasing them in place. I The left hand at the same time releases the three outer Aces. The 1 ¥ 1 inner half of the face-down packet, ~I meanwhile, is clearly in view, the "f packets appearing to have remained separate throughout. Pause for a moment or two- this is the climax. Then, as a denouement, slide the easily accessible face-down packet from beneath the spread of Aces, turn it face up, and spread or fan it to show the complementary half of the transposition (Figure 10).
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As indicated, laying down the cards is done rapidly, each hand to an extent providing reciprocal distraction for the other, splitting the focus. The left hand, performing its faster and essentially indiscernible turnover action, darts in front of the right hand and masks the less wieldy revolution of the double card.
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JB> [L 1LJ[ lDntlp> lht In this Topsy-Turvy-type effect (published previously in Onyx, No. 10, January/March 2000, p. 6), ~performer deals through a packet of cards in pairs, clearly arranging the two cards of each pair back to back. With no additional handling, the packet is spread to show all cards facing the same way. The method is a "busy" one, but the piece is comfortable to perform and is fun to boot, and the outward effect is quite impressive. Required is the repeated use of a Covered Bottom-Deal. The sleight is not difficult, particularly when performed with a small packet, as is the case here; and it is undetectable when adorned with some simple obfuscators in the handling, to supplement the cover inherent in the sleight itself. The sleight will be explained in the context of the trick.



To begin, take off six cards, without calling attention to the exact number, and dispose of the balance of the deck. Turn the packet face up and spread it quickly in the hands, then close the spread, turn the packet face down and do another rapid spread and square. End with the packet face down in standard left-hand mechanic's grip. Flip the top card face up and . . - - - -........- - - - - - -- push it to the right, taking it 1 by the outer right corner into the right hand-thumb above, first and second fingers below (Figure 1). Say, "A face-up card." Carry the card rightward and momentarily off the packet as you push the next card half an inch to the right. Saying, "A face-down card," perform the Covered Bottom-Deal as follows, maintaining a light touch to minimize the normal scraping sound. 112
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Return the right hand to the packet, sliding its card above the left thumb and the second card (Figure 2). The right hand should be a bit forward of the left, its third finger intruding beneath the packet to contact the bottom card. Appear to take the second (face-down) card beneath the first (face-up) card. Actually, draw back the left thumb, retracting the second card, as the right third finger pulls the bottom card from beneath the packet (Figure 3). Immediately move the right hand rightward two to three inches and hold 4 that position for a second, the lower card of the pair jogged somewhat to the left and inward, its back visible beneath the faceup upper card (Figure 4). Saying, "The two cards back to back," return the right hand to the left and carefully slide its back-to-back pair squarely beneath the packet. (You will quickly realize that it is not necessary to perform the sleight with this first pair: these two cards can be dealt off legitimately and transferred to the bottom. By using the sleight, however, you are assuring that the sight and sound of all deals are exactly the same.) Execute the identical sequence a second time, then a third. You are apparently arranging successive back-to-back pairs and sliding them beneath the packet. Begin a fourth round. In this case, when you push the second card rightward, a face-up card will be visible beneath it. Say, 'f\nd this brings us back to the beginning." At the same time, perform the following sequence without rushing. Bring the right hand back to the left and, this time, pinch the outer right corner of the second card firmly between the right thumb and forefinger, the third finger poking beneath the packet as before. Transfer the left thumb from the back of the second card to the outer left corner of the packet (Figure 5, next page). Without breaking the flow of action, disengage the bottom card of the packet by pulling it fractionally inward and separate the hands, the right hand coming away with the uppermost two cards plus the bottom
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card-a kind of Covered Double-Deal (Figure 6). In this case, do not pause after moving the right hand rightward: immediately return to slide the "pair" squarely beneath the packet. The hand movements will provide effective cover, even if the backs of both face-down cards are not impeccably concealed.
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At this stage, the packet consists of four face-up cards above two facedown cards. As you arch the right hand over the packet and establish a right thumb break above the two face-down cards via a Buckle, ask, "Pairs of faceup and face-down cards?" When the spectators concur, caution, "Don't be too sure!" as you perform the following Forward-Spread Half-Pass. Begin the standard left-hand Half-Pass actions, curling the left forefinger beneath the packet and revolving the lower two cards face up while simultaneously dipping the outer end of the packet. The instant the two cards arrive face up, the left hand, which will be automatically contacting the left side of the packet, initiates a forward spread (Figure 7). The right hand immediately adjusts to a parallel position to aid the process (Figure 8). Deposit the forward spread on the table to conclude. The Covered Double-Deal can be eliminated. When you come to the fourth pair, take it off legitimately, a face-down card beneath a face-up one. Then, as you supposedly transfer it to the bottom of the packet, execute a Pull-Down or Buckle of the bottom card of the packet and slide the pair in above it. The appeal of the Covered Double-Deal, in contrast to this, is that, to the spectators' eyes and ears, it replicates almost exactly the look and sound of the Covered Bottom-Deal. When performing the Forward Spread Half-Pass, don't omit lowering the outer end of the packet, slanting the forward spread downward. This feature, combined with the spreading action, provides total cover for the sleight from most angles. (Compare this with the Drop Half-Pass described in "Spot Swap," Trickery Treats, p.l8.) Needless to say, any form of Half-Pass can be used at the finish. As another approach, when the last pair is seemingly transferred to the bottom of the packet, say to one spectator, "Pairs of face-up and facedown cards. Pick either-face up or face down." Perform a Half-Pass with the bottom two cards as this request diverts attention. If the spectator answers, "Face up," spread the packet forward in your hands or on the table, saying, "And that~ the way they all face!" If he answers, "Face down," snap your right fingers and say, "Very well, it's the face-down cards that will turn over!" and conclude in exactly the same manner. There is a minor discrepancy in this trick-although you have a sixcard packet, you display four pairs rather than three. That is why you do not call attention to either the number of cards or the number of pairs. The trick can, of course, be performed with eight cards, although to do so seems to make the sequence too repetitious: you will have to create and show six pairs. You might want to experiment with a seven-card packet, displaying five pairs, even though the odd number magnifies the discrepancy-however obscure it may be in actual practice. NOTES.
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Assume that the performer is working with three spectators. He and each of the spectators make selections and these cards are placed separately on the table. One by one, the cards are returned to the deck, at unmistakably discrete spots. Without additional handling, the performer cuts the deck, and, with a clunk, a package drops out consisting of several cards in the grip of a jumbo paper clip. The performer (or a spectator) slides out each card to reveal all four selections. The fact that there appears to be little room for secret handling adds to the surprise element in this trick. The only requirement is an unprepared jumbo paper r------~ clip (aka Giant Gem Clip). Slip it fully onto the right 1 side of the Ace of Spades, near the middle, with the shorter loop on the face of the card (Figure 1). As the trick begins, you hold the deck face up in left-hand dealing position, with the clipped Ace positioned secretly near the middle of the deck, clip- .__ _ _ _ __ edge at the right. Ideally, the card should be added to the deck between tricks. Here is one way this might be done: Store the card in a right side-pocket, face inward. If this is a jacket pocket, have the clip turned upward. In a trousers pocket, turn the clip outward. The deck is face down in left-hand dealing position. With your right hand, palm the card from your pocket and arch the hand over the deck. With the left fingertips, contact the right edge of the palmed card (Figure 2) and pull it onto the deck. The left hand, in a continuing action, pulls downward on the right side of the deck, while the left thumb pushes up against the face, rotating the deck face up (Figure 3). The right hand, which remains in place throughout, regrips the deck from above and performs a Swing Cut to centralize the clipped card. (The proper reference and appellation for this standard top-card replacement have not at the moment been determined.) By way of introduction, explain that in your next trick everyone will select a card, yourself included. One to three spectators constitute a 116
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practical group for this purpose. If your audience consists of a larger number, from which a smaller group cannot be conveniently segregated, use two who have an obvious connection-husband and wife, mother and daughter, etc.-and say, "Would you both help me with this next trick? We're all going to select cards: the two of you-and yours truly." We will assume for this description that three selections will be made. "And I'll start," you go on, feeding the cards into the right hand in a tight spread. When you reach the Ace of Spades, feed it into the right hand as well, and spread over the next card, but immediately retract it while obtaining a left little-finger break beneath it. Separate the hands slightly, with the left half of the Ace projecting from beneath the righthand section. The clip is concealed by the spread (Figure 4). Flick the card off the left thumb once or twice, saying, "The Ace of Spades is an easy card to remember. It will be my card." You appear to toss it face down onto the table, but you actually execute Tony Kardyro's T. K. Change Supreme, as follows: S Tilt the face of the left-hand section rightward, and rest the left edge of the Ace on the upper edge of the packet, where the left thumb can then hold it in place (Figure 5). In a continuing action and with a loose leftfinger grip, twist the left hand palm down, out from under the right hand, an action that will propel the indifferent card above the break



.
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face down onto the table in a free fall 6 (Figure 6). The left thumb instantly clamps the clipped Ace flush beneath the left-hand section. At this stage, the left-hand section is face down and the right-hand section is face up. Manipulate the former to a more natural grip by transferring the left thumb to its back (Figure 7) and holding it in place between the thumb and curled forefinger as the other fingers extend below it and wrap around its right side. Simultaneously, the right hand manipulates its section face down by pushing the thumb up igainst its back and pulling down with the fingers on the left side (Figure 8). Slide the right-hand section on top of the left to reassemble the deck (Figure 9). The clipped Ace is on the bottom, the clip on its left side and completely concealed by the left hand.



You now proceed to the first selection, for which a deviate form of Convincing Control is necessary. The following is a description in context of the Pushover Switch (described originally in Card Craft, p. 69). Work through it to understand the required handling aberration, and then, if you wish, substitute a preferred version. Begin by spreading the deck face down in the hands and asking the first spectator to select a card by touching it. The spread should be a direct side-to-side or horizontal feed (Figure 10), not an arching configuration. Break the spread with his card lowermost in the righthand section. Your original spreading action should be I • ' \ sufficiently loose and wide, so that the backs of the selection and the card above it are each 11 exposed for at least a quarter of an inch (Figure 11). In other words, the lowermost cards of the upper section cannot be
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tightly bunched. For purposes of explanation, the selection will be referred to as Card One, the card above it as Card Two. The left fingers square up the 12 cards they hold. With the left forefinger and thumb, contact the selected card near the outer left corner and flick it off the forefinger a couple of times as you point out that it is the card decided on by the spectator (Figure 12). Raise both hands to permit the spectator to see the face of his card, the left forefinger and thumb continuing to make contact with its outer (now upper) left corner. The thumb shifts slightly to the right to make contact with the back of Card Two. In doing so-and this is the handling modification-twist the left hand to the extent possible palm outward, angling the back of the lefthand section rightward. In 13 this somewhat contorted position, the thumb and forefinger can still contact the cards as required, the forefinger, if necessary, bending Card One back very slightly (Figure 13). The point of this altered handling is to avoid exposing the Ace of Spades at the face of the left-hand section, taking it out of the spectators' line of vision except, perhaps, from the extreme left side. Once again flick the selected card as you instruct the spectator to note and remember it. Begin to lower both hands back to their previous position (Figure 12), the left forefinger continuing to contact the face of Card One, the left thumb the back of Card Two. As this .action takes place, and under cover of this larger movement of the hands, use the right fingers to pull Card One to the right, the left forefinger contributing a tiny push-off as a starter. The card should move an inch or so, until its left edge is drawn just past the exposed portion of Card Two. Think in terms of drawing the card directly to the right rather than angling it inward or outward. The right fingers really do nothing more than slightly close or curl. When the cards finally reach a face-down horizontal position, the left forefinger and thumb still appear to be gripping the lowermost card of the right-hand section, the selection. But this card is, in fact, Card Two, and the actual selection is now concealed under
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the spread (Figure 14, exposed 2 from below). You will find that 14 Card One almost automatically becomes slightly injogged. You are thus in a position to see whether it has been moved sufficiently to the right; and, if necessary, you can adjust it. Hold this position for a moment, as the left forefinger and thumb continue to hold the apparent selection (Card Two) in place. Then pull it forward and to the left for one 2 15 third of its length and half its width (Figure 15). Align the two sections of the deck, the decoy now outjogged (Figure 16), and slide the upper section onto the lower, the right fingers pulling the concealed Card One slightly to the right to disengage it, then letting it dip until it can ride 16 onto the bottom of the deck, where it almost automatically squeezes above the arm of the clip and enters its grip. Complete the action by closing the spread into 17 the left hand to reassemble the deck, applying a little pressure with both hands against their respective sides to assure that the actual selection is pushed completely into the clip. Lower the deck to the table, so that the outjogged card lies on top of (but not aligned with) the tabled card (ostensibly your card, the Ace of Spades, Figure 17). Asking the spectator to pin it in place, draw the deck free. This selection procedure is repeated with each of the other spectators. At the end, the apparent selections lie in an unsquared pile on the table. Squeezing each new selection into the clip will present no additional problems. As indicated at the outset, one to three spectators is a practical number, in terms of both the mechanics of the clip and the repetition of the selection sequence. When the final selection has been made and the card supposedly added to the pile, say, "The reason we've all taken our cards out of the deck, only, in a moment, to replace them, is to make absolutely
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sure they go back in separate places and can't possibly end up together. Watch carefully." Cut off three-quarters of the deck and set it onto the table. Pick up the uppermost "selection," and place it onto the cards in your hand. Cut off a packet from the tabled deck and drop it onto the cards in hand. Pick up the next "selection" from the pile and place it onto the cards your hold. Cut off a second packet from the tabled deck and place it on top. Repeat with the remaining cards in the selection pile, the last one supposedly yours, and place the final portion of the deck on top of all. It seems you have been true to your word: the cards have been replaced clearly and separately at different spots in the deck. Arch the right hand over the deck and take it into end grip. The thumb can easily acquire a break above the clipped packet. Begin a Swing Cut, the right forefinger pivoting the upper half of the deck into the fork of the left thumb (Figure 18). The left hand immediately moves leftward with its half and the right hand moves rightward with the remaining section, except for the clipped block: by relaxing the pressure of the right thumb and fingers, the block will fall with a "clunk" onto the table as each hand deposits its 19 half of the deck on either side of it (Figure 19). The clipped packet appears to have materialized from the middle of the deck. Pause for a moment-this is a very surprising happening, and you will be rewarded with a few "I don't believe it''s. Approach the clipped packet with both hands, asking the spectators if they remember the name of your card. Without lifting the packet, disengage the top card, the Ace, and flip it face up on the table. Ask th~ first selector the name of his card. Disengage the next card and flip it face up. Follow the same steps with all but the final selection. Asking for its name, flip the final card face up without disengaging it from the clip.
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The notion of this step-by-step Ambitious Card interlude, published originally in MAGIC (Vol. 15, No. ll,July 2006, p. 86), was derived from a trick called "Social Climber" in Killer Koncepts by Peter Duffie, Aldo Colombini and Robin Robertson (2004, p. 26). The methods are entirely different.



The performer places the Ambitious Card on the bottom of the deck. He explains that he will demonstrate its ascent in stages. As a first step, he cuts the deck, leaving roughly a quarter in the left hand, and there indeed is the Ambitious Card. Leaving it in place, he reassembles the deck, cuts near center, and the Ambitious Card is seen to have risen to this new level. He repeats the process, cutting this time three-quarters of the way up, to find the card there. Finally, it completes its journey, arriving on top. The key move is a Cut Pass, a simple and deceptive sleight. Assuming that the trick is used as a phase in a longer routine, begin by openly placing the Ambitious Card on the bottom of the deck. Explain that it's capable of highly controlled maneuvers. "For example, instead of jumping all the way to the top, it can interrupt its journey at various points along the way-like a quarter of the way up." As you make this last remark, pull down with the left little finger on the lower three-quarters of the deck (more rather than less}, establishing a break; and as you exclaim, "Right about-here," take the deck into right-hand end grip and execute the Cut Pass as follows. With the left forefinger at the outer end, force the left 1 little finger deep into the break, it and the second and third fingers clasping the upper packet in Classic-Pass grip (Figure 1). Angle the outer end of the deck upward, the back of the deck and the back of your right
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hand actually turned roughly toward your right shoulder. Note that the tilt of the deck is insufficient to expose the bottom card. As the hands abruptly return to their original positions-right hand palm down, left hand palm up-draw the upper packet to the right and downward, in Classic- Pass fashion. It moves first to a perpendicular position, left side uppermost (Figure 2). Then, as the upper packet clears the lower, the left fingers clench to flop the packet to a horizontal position, at the same time carrying it to its final destination, three inches or so below the right-hand packet (Figure 3). This position is reached as you say, "here!" Think in terms of wrenching the upper packet through the lower. As indicated, the pass is accompanied by a rocking-and-rolling of the hands, first inward or backward, then, as the "wrenching" action takes place, outward or forward. In appearance, you have simply cut off the upper section of the deck. Freeze in position momentarily. Continuing, "A quarter of the way up ... ," display the girth of each packet more clearly by twisting both hands simultaneously in a rightward direction, 4 the left hand turning the back of its packet to the right, left side up, outer end out; the right hand turning the back of its packet also rightward, left side out, inner end up (Figure 4). The face of the right-hand packet should be canted inward a bit, to avoid exposing it, and the packets should end up no more than an inch or two apart, providing cover for a vie'Y on your left. After another brief pause, go on,"... and here - - - - - - - - we are!" At the same time, both hands again 5 move simultaneously, the left-hand turning its packet back upward, the right-hand turning its packet face outward, inner end (and right thumb) still upward (Figure 5). This displays the Ambitious Card at the face of the righthand packet. As mentioned, the hand movements are synchronized and simultaneous, wrists turning
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rightward to show the thickness of the packets, wrists turning inversely to show the face of the Ambitious card. Pause again, then proceed to reassemble the deck, but execute an Ovette-Kelly Bottom Placement, returning the Ambitious Card to the bottom of the deck. In doing so, the right hand twists palm down and executes the sleight as a single, continuing action, the turnover itself providing cover for the usual right-hand strain associated with the sleight. (This technique for the Bottom Placement was explained in Card Craft, p. 30, bottom of page.) During this sequence, say, "Okay, let's take the next step." "About halfthe way up," you go on, pulling down with the left little finger on the lower half of the ·deck and establishing a break. Saying, "Right about here," prepare for and execute the Cut Pass. In the same manner and with the same pauses as before, exhibit the thickness of the packets, and then the face of the right-hand packet. The Ambitious Card will appear to have risen from a position a quarter of the way up to mid-deck. Perform the Bottom Placement as you reassemble the deck, saying that the Ambitious Card will essay yet another step. Pull down on the bottom quarter of the deck (a "thin" quarter) to establish a break, and run through the Cut Pass sequence a third time to show that the Ambitious Card has risen another quarter step up. Reassemble the deck, this time without doing a Bottom Placement, but initially set the top packet onto the bottom one in a rightjogged position, its face contacting the tips of the left fingers (Figure 6). In a continuing motion, shift the top packet leftward, into alignment with the bottom packet, but exert light pressure with 6 the left fingertips to retain the lowermost card or cards of the top packet in place. With the left fingers, engage the lowermost of these jogged cards and secure a break above it as you square the deck. "Before your very eyes," you continue, "the Ambitious Card has risen from the bottom to a quarter of the way up ... " Here, execute a Cut Pass. Pause for a second; then dribble a quarter of the right-hand packet onto the left-hand packet, saying, "...then to half the way up ... " Dribble off another quarter of the right-hand packet, saying, "... then to three-quarters of the way up." Slowly release the balance of the deck. 'i\nd now... " Cleanly flip over the top card. ".. .it's come all the way up." As mentioned in the description, when estimating a "quarter" of the deck, it should be more on the order of ten cards or so; and "three-quarters" should be comparably generous. This creates a clear contrast.
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If the trick is to be performed on its own-rather than as a phase of a longer routine-use your favorite technique for demonstrating the direct ascent of the bottom card to the top. Then ask the spectators whether they would like to see the same thing in slow motion, and proceed with this trick. As an example, you could perform a Bottom Double Lift (see p. 56; or either Odd Lifts, p. 1, or Card Craft, p. 34) and revolve the double card face up on top. Turn it face down and transfer the top card to the bottom, seemingly whence it came. Or, simply start with a Double Turnover, turn the double card face down, and transfer the top card to the bottom. Alternatively, cut off half the deck, flip the top card of the bottom section face up, and perform the Tipover Change (aka Drop Switch) as you flip it face down. Thumb the top card of the bottom section onto the table, drop the right-hand half on top of it, take the balance, and drop it on top of all.
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The Trojan Force principle on which this trick relies is simple and natural. In this first application, the principle performs the hybrid tasks of both a key-card placement and a force.



While the performer has his back turned, someone shuffles a deck that has been in use throughout. He then cuts an "indicator card" (such as the double-faced advertising card that comes with many decks) into the deck at any point he wishes. He next spreads the deck face up on the table and remembers the two cards on either side of the indicator. After extracting the indicator, he neatens-or disturbs-the spread to obscure the position from which it was removed. Only then does the performer face front. He glances at the spread for a moment, scoops it up, and fans it with the faces toward him. Picking up the indicator card, he inserts it somewhere in the fan. He then respreads the deck face down on the table. The indicator card is clearly in view. The spectator is asked to name the two cards he is remembering. He then removes the two cards flanking the indicator and turns them face up. They are his. Prior to performance, note the top card of the face-down deck. It will be your key card. Place the standard two-faced advertising card on top of the noted card. If the deck comes with' an extra advertising card, discard it. Case the deck. When you begin your performance, introduce the cased deck. Remove the deck from the case and set the case to your right. As an idle fiddle, flip the advertising card over twice, displaying its two faces, and in the process obtain a break below the next card. Pick off the top two cards as one-the advertising card and, below it, the card to be forced-and deposit this double card near the case, pinning the double in place with the nail of the forefinger before releasing the ends to avoid any splitting (Figure 1, next page).
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At the same time, perform a natural misdirecting action with the left hand, 1 such as riffling the outer left corner of the deck while you comment on it, or spreading the deck face up on the table, or giving it to someone to shuffle. These preliminary actions are routine and beyond suspicion. Proceed with your planned tricks, ignoring the seemingly inconsequential advertising card. This delay is a key to the complete success of the enactment of the force, in the course of which the known card is eventually smuggled back into the deck under cover of the advertising card. {An alternative to the procedure just given, described in the notes to the next trick, "Sought Thought," p. 280, is more involved but provides greater cover for _b oth the removal and eventual repositioning of the Trojan Force card.) When you are ready to perform "Spot On," say to a spectator, "How about a trick where you do most of the work? In a moment, I'm going to give you the deck and ask you to cut off a portion of any size, like this-a little one, a big one, a medium-sized one, whatever." As you speak, you hold the deck in left-hand dealing position while you cut off and return packets of varying thicknesses, lifting them by the ends, by way of demonstration. Turning the deck face up, continue, "What you'll need is one card to serve as an unrelated and impersonal assistant." Begin to look through the deck as you make this remark, as if searching for such a card. Then pause and direct your attention to the advertising card, as if an idea has just occurred to you. Close the spread into the left hand and gesture toward the advertising card with your right, saying, "Come to think of it, that advertising insert will do just fine. " As you look up, reach with your right hand for the double card. Simultaneously, turn the left hand palm down and give the deck to the spectator, saying, "So we're ready to begin. You take the deck and shuffle it thoroughly." Pick up the double card by its ends, lifting it just slightly off the table, and appear to slide it to a position just to the right of center, where it is easily accessible to a right-handed spectator seated opposite you. If your helper is left-handed, position the double just to the left of center. As the spectator is completing his shuffle, turn around and say, "''m going to turn my back, so that I can't see even the approximate size of the portion you cut off. Just tell me when you've reached that point, when you've cut off a portion of any size."
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On hearing that this has been done, continue, "Okay, the portion of the deck that you just cut off-set it directly on top of that advertising card and pick up it beneath it. And replace the cut-off portion squarely on top of the rest of the deck. Are we there? So the deck is the way it was after you shuffled it, except that the advertising insert is somewhere within it?" Ask the spectator to spread the deck face up on the table and have him make sure that the random cards on either side of the advertising insert are visible. Have him memorize these two cards and request that the other spectators to do the same. Have him say the names silently to himself a few times to make sure they are firmly anchored in his memory. Next have him remove the advertising card from the spread. "If I looked at the deck now, there might be some indication of where that card was. So neaten up the spread, or disturb it in other places, or do both, so no trace remains." Once this has been done, turn around and gaze at the spread for a second or two, eyeing it from end to end. You want to suggest that in this momentary glance you are looking for telltale clues. Scoop up the cards and fan them with their faces toward you. Pick up the advertising card and insert it behind the known card that was secretly loaded with it into the deck. Spread the deck face down on the table, making sure that the advertising card and its neighbors are clearly seen. Ask the spectator to slide these three cards together from the spread. Next have him name the two cards he has remembered and, finally, have him turn the threesome over to reveal your success in determining them. NoTE. A similar approach, requiring no preparation, can be adapted to produce a strong version of a more standard effect. The advertising insert is not involved. Have two cards selected and control one to the bottom and the other second from tt_le top. With the deck in left-hand dealing position, flip over the top card, at the same time securing a break below the card beneath it. Call aloud the name of the card in view, say the Two of Hearts, and mention that you hope it is not one of the selections. "Excellent," you go on, "it will be my card." Lift off the double card above the break, holding it in right-hand end grip, and give the deck to one of the spectators, asking him to deal cards into a pile on the table. As he begins, table the double card inward of the dealing pile. "Please keep dealing as many cards as you like and for as long as you like; then stop dealing whenever and wherever you choose." Your
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instructions are stretched out to assure that he deals a pile of some substance-at least, fifteen cards or so. When he stops, give him the option of dealing further. When he proclaims his decision final, point to the dealt pile and say, "Okay, that's the spot you've decided on." Point next to the tabled double card. "And this is where my card comes into play. Will you please take the rest of the deck ... " Point to the cards remaining in his hand. "...set it directly on top of the Two of Hearts and pick it up beneath it." Point again to the double card. "Place everything on top of the cards you've dealt ... " Point to the dealt pile. "... and square it all up neatly." When the deck has been reassembled, pick it up and slowly spread it widely from rigfit to left on the table, saying, "My card is now located at a position randomly determined by you ... " Push away the two portions of the spread at either side of the three cards of interest, leaving the face-up Two of Hearts in place, along with the face-down cards immediately above and below it. "... between two equally random cards." Ask the spectators to announce the names of their selections, arid then have the cards on either side of yours turned face up.
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This trick is the first of several in which the Trojan Force is applied to the Open Prediction, producing some stark and startling variations on the plot.



Start your performance, as explained in the previous trick, by setting aside the advertising card with the force card concealed beneath it. Assume that that card is the King of Hearts. Perform your appointed tricks. When the time comes for this one, say, "Interestingly enough, there are certain tricks that are associated with particular cards in the deck. There's an Ace of Spades Trick, a Two of Diamonds Trick, and a King of Hearts Trick. That's the one-the King of Hearts Trick-that I'm going to show you next, and it's one in which you do most of the work." Turning the deck face up, continue, "What we need is one card to serve as a 'control card:" Begin to look through the deck as you make this remark, as if searching for such a card. You will now use many of the same introductory words and actions explained in the previous trick. You pause in your search and appear to notice the advertising card on the table. Close the spread into the left hand and gesture toward the card with your right, saying, '1\ctually, that advertising insert will do just fine." Reach with your right hand for the double card as you look up and turn your left hand palm down to give the deck to someone, saying, "So we're ready to begin. You take the deck and shuffle it thoroughly." As he begins to comply, you shift the doubl~card just to the right of center and nearer you. When the spectator completes the shuffle, ask him to hold the deck face down, as if he were about to deal. Instruct him to cut from the top of the deck a portion of any size he wishes. Reach over and mimic the action of lifting off a packet by its ends. It is not crucial that he cut in this fashion; the procedure will work fine if he cuts by gripping the sides of the packet. Ask him to set the portion he's cut off directly onto the control card, pick it up beneath it, and replace the portion back on the deck. Emphasize that he shuffled the deck and he cut the advertising card into it. Where it is and what it's next to are factors that you could not
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know now and certainly could not have known beforehand. It's in a "mystery place" next to a "mystery card." When he agrees, remind him that the trick in process is called The King of Hearts Trick. Accordingly, he is to deal cards into a face-up pile, looking for the King of Hearts, and is to keep dealing until he arrives at the advertising card. When he does as instructed and reaches this point, confirm that he has not as yet come across the King of Hearts. Have him set the advertising insert aside. "The next card," you say, "the mystery card, whatever it might be-deal it face down onto the pile. Now deal the next one face up-and the next one face up. Keep dealing that way-and keep looking for the King of Hearts." • When the spectator confirms that the King of Hearts has not been found, have him drop the face-up remainder onto the dealt pile, spread the deck widely on the table, and poke through it one more time to assure that the King of Hearts is not in evidence. Finally, have him draw out the mystery card and turn it face up. NoTES. The ultimate placement of the double card in the Trojan Force, as described above and in the prior trick, involves three separate bits of handling-setting it down, picking it up to reposition it on the table, and setting it down once more. The following is a perfectly natural procedure that eliminates two of these actions, though it is a bit more complex. Arrange the deck beforehand with the two-faced advertising card on top, the force card face down below it, and below these place any additional advertising or instructional cards, along with the Jokers, face down. For purposes of description, assume three such cards are situated third, fourth, and fifth from top. Case the deck. To begin the performance, bring out the case, extract the deck, and set the case on the left side of the table. Idly flip over the advertising card twice and push it to the right so that you can cleanly pick it up in right-hand end grip. In pushing it over, also push over the next two cards slightly and form a break beneath them. With your right hand, set 1 the advertising card aside, near the case. Grasp the double card above the break at its inner right corner and draw it rightward as the left thumb spreads over two more cards (Figure 1). You have thus created a momentary three-card spread, the top card of which is a double. Move the right hand to the left, squaring
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the upper two cards of the spread (the double and a single) with the third one (Figure 2). Immediately turn the packet face up, but retain a break beneath it. Spread the top two cards to reveal their non-standard faces (Figure 3). After a brief pause, square the spread, lift off the block over the break, and deposit it on top of the advertising card.
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Now perform your scheduled tricks to begin your performance. When you are ready for either "Sought Thought" or "Spot On," set the deck face down on the table. Comment about the need for an unrelated control card and look at the discarded packet. "One of these will do just fine." With the palm-down left hand, pick up the packet by its sides and turn the hand palm up, letting the packet settle onto the palm. Flip the advertising card over once to display its undersurface, nudging the next card to the right as well, and obtain a break beneath it. Lift off these two cards as one and set them onto the table in the required position as you turn the left hand palm down and set the balance of the packet to one side with the case. And you are ready to proceed with either trick. There is a fine point, omitted from the foregoing descriptions to avoid complicating them. It is important nonetheless. Regardless of which of the two preliminary procedures is used, it is necessary to table a double card consisting of the advertising card and a face-down standard card. Accordingly, those two cards should lie together with as little flaring as possible. If the deck is new or in fine condition, this will not be a problem. If, however, you prefer to work with a deck that is broken in, leave the advertising card in it during practice sessions, so that it can acquire a bow identical to the rest of the cards. You should identify each side of the advertising card as either "face up" or "face down," and assure that it always matches the orientation of the deck. Accordingly, as you perform either of the preliminary procedures explained above, when you "idly" flip over the advertising card, make sure that it ends up "face down" when the double card is created and tabled. If you go back and read the description for each procedure, you will see that explicit instructions are given for two "idle flips." If you start with the advertising card face down on top of the deck, those instructions will result in the proper orientation when the double card is ultimately tabled.
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§ ]ht 0> \\\V -.::_ Follow your hand with your eyes and, as soon as this position has been reached, hold it and look up at the spectators, saying with a twinkle, "You can't peek either!" At the same time, extend your left hand-four fingers together but relaxed, the thumb 2 floating free-in a roughly comparable position to the right but without contacting the deck. Rest the left first and second fingers on the right second finger, the hand masking the left front edge of the deck. A segment of the top of the deck is visible from above (Figure 2). As the left hand reaches this position, it almost automatically weighs down on the right hand, which virtually imperceptibly descends the short distance necessary to replace the cut-off section. At that instant, with a tiny, gentle upward pass of the right thumb, come away with the top 3 card alone, lifting it as if it were a block of cards and tilting its inner end upward until you can note its face. The left hand travels with it, its relative position unchanged, and continues to provide cover (Figure 3-two views). Having noted the face of the card, and with both hands still in their screening positions, lower it onto the deck and move the hands away. The positioning of the left hand as you make your cut masks the secret replacement of the block and the relifting of the single card. Additionally, it shields the maneuver from the left. Your outward rationale for these actions, however, is a light-hearted demonstration meant to assure that no one else can see your card, an objective consistent with your warnings that the spectator guard his card from others' view. The portion of card back that is in view as the card is tilted up looks no different than it
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would if you had cut off a block-if you do not bend or bow the card. Keep it as flat as possible. Assure that the spectator remembers his card. Act as if you are concentrating hard on the name of yours. Then have him replace his packet on top of the deck, pointing out that no clue to the identity of either of your cards remains. Finally, instruct him to square the deck, give it a complete cut ("just to obscure even the approximate whereabouts of our cards," you add, in this case entirely honestly!), and square it a final time. Tell the spectator that both of you will now take your cards out of the deck, saying with a tone conveying importance that you will do so first. Pick up the deck, face toward you, and spread through it as rapidly as possible as you spot your card and note the one behind it (the spectator's). Immediately close the spread and, as if you were having second thoughts, say, "Come to think of it, you can take yours out first if you like. Whichever you prefer." In all probability, he will tell you to go ahead and remove yours. Start again to feed through the deck, extracting the mate of the spectator's card and tabling it face down. Have the spectator remove his selection and table it face down. Briefly review the selection process. "Let's each turn over our cards on the count of three," you say, and thus you successfully conclude the trick. The little finesse of offering a choice in the order of removal obviates the need to back-spread through the deck or restart after an unavailing search, and it seems perfectly fair. As indicated, the precautions you take to prevent your card from being peeked at follow naturally enough from your initial admonitions to the spectator and, if anything, seem to be nothing more than a mildly facetious attempt to assure an entirely fair handling.
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